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‘Look-alike’ implant and abutment 
systems attempt to copy the original 
manufacturer’s design, but cannot 
give assurance of equal precision or 
material quality. Compromises, such 
as a poor connection between the 
implant and abutment, can lead to 
complications. That’s why practitioners 
request only genuine Straumann 
components.

When you examine a genuine 
Straumann Bone Level implant- 
abutment with CrossFit® connection, 
it’s clear to see why it’s so important 
for you and your patients to insist on 
the genuine Straumann components.

Avoid peAk stresses 
Conical screw head

seAled connection
Conical implant-abutment 
interface
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At Assembly
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Deep implant-abutment 
engagement
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Avoid peAk stresses

Conical screw head is designed to offer the following 
benefits:
  High resistance to lateral forces
  Even load distribution
  Distribution of anti-rotational and bending forces
  Even stress distribution to avoid peak stresses
  Minimize loosening or breakage of the screw

seAled connection

Conical implant-abutment interface is designed to offer 
the following benefits:
  Support mechanical stability of system to lateral  
    forces
  Helps ensure proper seating of the abutment
  A seal against bacterial contamination, minimizing  
    the microgap
  Reduced risk of micromovements

precise guidAnce At Assembly

Precise guidance at assembly is designed to offer the 
following benefits:
  Assembly only possible in its correct orientation
  Radial contact surfaces
  Tactile feedback when fully assembled
  Compensates for low visibility 

HigH stAbility

CrossFit® Connection is designed to offer the folllowing 
benefits:
  High stability
  Deep implant-abutment engagement
  All parts function together as intended
  Harmonized dimensional tolerances
  High-quality materials compatible with each other  
    (screw, implant, abutment) to avoid contact corrosion
  Straumann® guarantees the composition of their  
    materials - Straumann cannot guarantee the materials  
    used by other manufacturers
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